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MatchNet is coming... 

 

Something BIG is coming soon to our matching candidates and 

parents. 

 

MatchNet is a step-by-step platform to becoming an 

extraordinarily marriageable person, and finding a matching 

partner that shares your vision and values to receive the Blessing 



 

 

 

with. 

 

We are almost finished testing the platform, but we are taking 

early enrollment! 

 

Sign up below to be notified when it goes live! 

 

SIGN ME UP! 

 

 

 

Launching Ascend Sexual 

Integrity Training in 

Portuguese 

 

We are happy to share that High Noon is 

expanding their offerings of their sexual 

integrity training program to Portuguese! 

Any Brazilian families or individuals who 

speak Portuese are invited to join the 

launch party this Saturday at 4:00 PM 

(EST). 

 

Zoom ID is: 853 2114 0820 

 

 

 

The Marriage Blessing: The 

Principle for Lasting Love, 

Good Sex and True 

Parenthood 

 

Blessed member Maarten 

Meijer recently released a book all about 



 

 

 

the Marriage Blessing, which is filled with 

wonderful insights about the Marriage 

Blessing and personal stories from 

Blessed Families around the world.  

 

Available on Amazon Kindle or 

paperback, this book is a great resource 

to enrich your own Blessing or share the 

Blessing with others.  

 

Here is a description from the author: 

"There is a way to break through the 

glass ceiling of man-woman love, to put 

an end to the war between the sexes, 

and to establish true, beautiful, and 

lasting love between husband and wife 

in marriage. It is called the International 

Marriage Blessing. In this book, people 

who have experienced the joys of 

blessed family life have their say. Forty-

six colorful personal stories from 

Argentina, Belarus, Brazil, Czech 

Republic, England, France, Germany, 

Guyana, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea, Nepal, 

Nigeria, the United States, and Zambia 

vividly illustrate life and belief in the 

Heavenly Parent Holy Community." 

 

GET A COPY OR LEARN MORE > 

 

 



 

 

 

 

24+ Virtual Retreat | November 

6-8 

 

Join together with 50 singles from across 

the US and Europe from November 6-8, 

2020 for our second virtual 24+ retreat!   

 

As we adjust to moving what is typically 

a 4-day program to a few hours online, 

we have sought to pull out the essence 

of the 24+ program and provide an 

opportunity for singles to connect with 

each other online! 

 

LEARN MORE > 

 

 

   

    

 


